Albania - a country with breathtaking nature and testimonies of a millennia-long history
My first journey to Albania in 2015 immediately
inspired me for the country. Contacts quickly
developed which led me to the decision to plan
archaeological trips to this small, still almost
unknown Balkan country and to carry them out
together with an Albanian partner as organizer in
Tirana. Now that we have successfully completed several trips together, an amendment to
the travel law in July 2018 made organisational
changes necessary. This is the opportunity to
give a review as well as an outlook on future
trips.
The first trips were designed as eight-day trips,
during which almost all archaeological parks
and numerous UNESCO World Heritage sites
were visited. Because we were travelling with
small groups and will continue to do so, many
points could be visited without time pressure
and flexibly.

good restaurants.
Apart from the great programme what makes
our trips special? It goes without saying that the
hotels are carefully selected, the bus is excellent
and the driver takes no risks. But especially with
our tour guide we differ clearly from many of
our competitors. Arjan Dimo, who is a full-time
manager in the Apollonia Archaeological Park,
took on this role on our last trips and will continue to do so. Due to his good professional network, we see many things in the excavations
that are otherwise not accessible or are led in
ongoing excavations by the excavation director.
If necessary, opening hours can be made more
flexible.

After it had become easier in recent years to
make a detour from Albania to Macedonia, the
journey took ten days. This added further
UNESCO World Heritage sites, such as Lake
Ohrid with its unique landscape and cultural
monuments.
But a good trip should not consist only of a
sightseeing programme. A wine tasting with a
snack in Northern Macedonia is also part of the
programme. Afterwards one or the other participant has already asked the question, why there
are not these mad wines also in Germany.
In front of the fantastic scenery of the ancient
Byllis, we have the opportunity to enjoy Albanian delicacies during a picnic and to take a
relaxed look at one of the highlights of the trip.
Another extensive picnic takes place in a rural
idyll on the way from Gjirokastra to Korça.
We do not always have our dinner in the hotel,
because we want to convey the typical atmosphere and the authentic cuisine of Albania in
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But what do the individual places that we will
visit offer? Let's start with Tirana. The city presents itself to the visitor as a modern, pulsating
metropolis. This is how the cultural offer has
developed. The Historical National Museum is
particularly important for our trip, as it shows
the history of the country from the prehistory to
the turn of the century. In some guides one
reads that the exhibitions of the museum are old
fashioned; this is true in a certain way, but one
has to bear in mind that the museum itself has
meanwhile become a monument and the question is whether and to what extent changes
make sense.

Tirana. View over the city

Together with Tirana, Durres forms a metropolitan region because the two cities are closely
linked. The city has the largest port in the country and has thus been a port city for more than
2000 years. But the unbridled growth of recent
years also has its downsides. Many archaeological remains have either been destroyed or disappeared under new buildings for many years.
However, the amphitheatre is unique and was
partially uncovered by chance. Beside it, remains of the Roman forum or a macellum can
still be seen and there are larger remains of the
city fortifications from different periods. However, the round Venetian tower has become a
symbol. The recently reopened Archaeological
Museum with its impressive finds from antiquity
offers a deeper insight into the history of the
city.

Durres. Venetian Tower

Berat, situated on the banks of the Osum River,
is one of the oldest cities in Albania and has
been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
2008. But already Enver Hoxha declared the city
a museum city, because here an old town, leaning against a hill, with its alleys and the typical
facades has been preserved. Because the numerous windows face the Osum valley, it is often referred to as the city of 1,000 windows.
The Sultans Mosque, a counter and the remains
of the former governor's palace are worth seeing in the old part of the city.
High above the river lies the fortress Kalaja,
which is still inhabited today. From there the
visitor has a unique view of the river landscape
and the old town. The fortress has an area of
about ten hectares, surrounded by massive
walls. Because Christians were also allowed to
live here in the Ottoman period, there were numerous churches, some of which have been
preserved.

Just a few kilometres from Vlora lies the village
of Kanina. A fortress dating back to the 4th century BC, built by the Illyrians, dominates village.
The historical facts suggest that the town played a more important role in the Middle Ages.
After the Ottomans conquered the place in
1417, it became meaningless, while the fortress
was used by the conquerors for a long time.
The huge walls still bear witness to this today.
By the 19th century at the latest, however, the
fortress had fallen into disrepair.
Berat. View of the old town and the fortress,
in the Foreground the Osum River

Another UNESCO World Heritage Site awaits
visitors to the Apollonia Archaeological Park.
The city was founded as a Greek settlement in
the 7th century BC and developed into a centre
of the ancient world. The later Emperor Augustus studied rhetoric here when the news of
Caesar's assassination reached him in 44 BC.
The extensive excavation site, only a fraction of
which has so far been investigated, offers visitors the impressive remains of the city walls
and public buildings, such as the Bouleuterion,
the Odeon or the magnificent Nymphaeum.
In addition, the Archaeological Museum is an
absolute must. Numerous treasures are on display in the modern rooms of the former monastery, which dates back to the 9th century. In
addition, the monastery itself and especially the
14th century monastery church, with its architecture and largely preserved paintings, are an
important testimony to medieval art.

Kanina. View from the village to the fortress

Another archaeological park is Byllis, an Illyrian
hilltop settlement built in the 4th century BC,
with an impressive backdrop and also of strategic importance, which it kept for a long time.
The archaeological findings reflect the history of
the town. In addition to public buildings from
Classical antiquity, there are impressive remains
of several church buildings, which can be explained by the fact that the town became a
bishop's seat in the 5th century.

Byllis. Theatre
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Orikum is one of the special archaeological
parks of Albania, because the excavation site is
located on the area of the Nato base Limani Pasha and the visit is therefore only possible with
a special permit. But already in ancient times
the port of Orikum was of strategic importance,
so that one can speak of more than 2000 years
of tradition. One or the other finding encourages
the visitor to think about what kind of building it
is. The impressive remains of the north gate
also bear witness to the former fortification.

Butrint. Lion Gate

Today Saranda presents itself as a popular holiday resort. However, it also offers some interesting objects for sightseeing. From an archaeological point of view, the excavations of an early
synagogue with its mosaics are particularly important. Later it was transformed into a church.
In addition, you can visit the remains of the old
city wall. There are other archaeological remains, but some of them are difficult to reach.
Orikum. North Gate

One of the absolute highlights of the trip is
Butrint, not only an archaeological park, but
also a national park. Originally, the city was located on an island, but it was already connected
to the mainland in ancient times. In Roman
times Butrint was a popular residence of the
prominent people of that time. The great orator
Cicero often visited his friend Atticus, who lived
here, because he found relaxation here. The excavations began in the 1920s under very difficult conditions by Italian archaeologists, who
were already able to uncover central areas; they
laid the foundation stone for the park. After the
Second World War, Albanian colleagues continued their work and today the site is the focus of
international research. Shady paths allow visitors to view such impressive remains as the
theatre, the famous Baptistery and the Byzantine
Basilica.

Saranda. View of the city

Another archaeological highlight in Albania is
the ancient Phoinike; the modern place is called
Finiq in a derivation of the ancient name. The
excavation site, a hilltop settlement built in the
5th century BC, is one of the largest archaeological parks in the country in a magnificent
landscape. Throughout history, it has played a
special role because it was the site of a peace
conference around 205 BC, which ended the
First Macedonian War (215 – 205 BC), or because in 431 the local bishop was so important
that he took part in the Council of Ephesus.

Among the excavated buildings, the ancient
theatre is particularly impressive; a view of the
vast landscape is possible. As a counterpoint to
this, it is well worth visiting the old bunkers
from the communist era.
In Mesopotam we find a monastery complex with a
very interesting church dedicated to Saint Nicholas,
which dates back to the 11th century. After an extensive renovation, it is accessible again since last
year.

Mesopotam. Church of Saint Nicholas
(W. Sauber)

In Sofratika, the ancient Hadrianopolis, the excavations are still in their beginning and are difficult because the ancient remains lie deep underground. However, they have already brought
to light some interesting findings, and there are
even plans to create another archaeological
park here. Remarkable are a freestanding theatre and a smaller bath.

Sofratika. Stage building of the theatre

Gjirokastra is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The walk through the old town, which has undergone restoration in recent years, conveys a
special impression that the communist regime
recognised and declared the town a museum
city. The cityscape is complemented by its
massive fortress, which has a very long history
and is associated with Ali Pasha Tepelena
(1741 – 1822), who was inclined to violence.
For the Ottomans he was a traitor, for the Albanians and Greeks a champion of independence.

Gjirokastra. View from the fortress to the city

Not far from Gjirokastra lies ancient Antigonea,
founded at the beginning of the 3rd century BC
by the Molossian king Pyrrhos. The Molossian
was an ingenious commander and adventurer
who could win battles but only lose wars.
Among Albanian colleagues, a fierce dispute
rages between scholars, in which house Pyrrhos could really have resided.
So far, archaeologists and ancient historians
have not succeeded in fully exploring the city's
history. But the research shows that the city
was surrounded by a wall. The political and
economic centre, the Agora, could be identified.
In addition, the remains of some houses could
be uncovered. Simple buildings of a craftsmen's
quarter along an ancient street and peristyle
houses from the Hellenistic period, two of which
are mentioned by Albanian archaeologists as
possible residences of Pyrrhos, are documented. The latest evidence of the settlement
dates from the late 5th or early 6th century, a
church with mosaic floors.

Antigonea. Remains of a Roman house

If one speaks of Korça, the traveller associates
this above all with the beer brewed there, which
is almost ubiquitous in Albania. For the Albanians themselves, however, the city has a completely different meaning, because Albanian literature began here in the 19th century and thus
created a national feeling.
The cityscape still reflects Ottoman and French
influences today; the latter can be traced back
to the French mandate in the last years of the
First World War up to about 1920. Thus, there
are wide boulevards lined with trees, parks, but
also buildings such as mosques and churches.
But the biggest church is the huge orthodox resurrection cathedral that dominates the city centre.

Heraklea Lynkestis. Roman Bath (M. Konsek)

Also in Ohrid, the ancient Lychnidos, there are
impressive testimonies of times long past. In
addition to the remains of a Roman theatre, the
city also houses the Church of Holy Wisdom,
which over the centuries was first built as a
church, then as a mosque, and today again
serves as a church. Inside there are still remains
of medieval murals.

Ohrid. Church of the Holy Wisdom

Korça. Resurrection Cathedral

In Northern Macedonia we visit the ancient city
of Heraklea Lynkestis, which is located on the
Via Egnatia. There are a theatre, various early
Christian basilicas and other ancient remains.

It would be shortened, however, if one confined
oneself to these points. The cityscape itself
shows a very special character in which Orient
and Occident are reflected. Since Macedonia
was a republic of the former Yugoslavia, the
tourism business could – in contrast to Albania
– be developed decades ago and revived after
independence. Where necessary, the townscape
in Ohrid was maintained and the infrastructure
modernised.

The archaeological zone on the Plaošnik hill offers impressive remains of early Christian/Byzantine architecture. Further excavations
took place in spring 2018, the results of which
have not yet been published. Somewhat irritating are the large construction projects of the
Macedonian Orthodox Church, which is building
a seminar here.
Again in Albania you will find the picturesque
village of Lin. Small stone houses and narrow
alleys characterise the village, so that one feels
transported back to times long gone. A highlight, however, is an excavated basilica from the
6th century, which was perhaps a summer residence of the bishop of Ohrid. Rich mosaics
have survived, but are covered for conservation
reasons. With a bit of luck, the guard in charge
will uncover part of them.

Elbasan, the ancient Scampa, was in Roman
times an important point of the Via Egnatia, a
state road that led from Durres or Apollonia to
Constantinople. Hardly anything has survived
from this time, because the place was rebuilt
after destruction. However, the research believes that under the present city the ancient
settlement is practically preserved. However,
the city walls, which are partly preserved, as
well as the old town, which invites to a walk
through it, are impressive.

Elbasan. Section of the city wall on
the side of the city

Lin. Christian Basilica

In Bradashesh, just behind Elbasan, there is a
small but very interesting excavation. The site,
which is linked to the ancient Ad Quintum, surprises with a Roman road station on Via Egnatia. Travelers could spend a luxurious night here
and relax in the small but fine thermal baths.

Pogradec, situated on the shore of Lake Ohrid,
can look back on a long history. Already in the
4th century B.C. an Illyrian fortress was built
here. In the Middle Ages the town developed
into an important centre. However, due to the
Balkan wars at the beginning of the 20th century
and the later conflicts, hardly anything has survived of the historic old town. Today the town is
a popular holiday resort with numerous green
areas and an inviting beach promenade.
Bradashesh. Roman road station

With Kruja we reach a hotspot of Albanian history. Here is the ancestral seat of the Kastrioti
family, better known for their most famous
fighter against the Ottomans: Skanderbeg. The
fortress shows remains from different times.
The youngest and most striking building is the
Skanderbeg Museum with its "medieval architecture". It was designed by the daughter Enver
Hoxhas. The value of the museum is still influenced by the world view of the communist era.
Large-format murals show excerpts from the life
of the national hero. Most of the exhibits are
copies, like the famous Helm Skanderbegs; the
original is in Vienna.

use date back to the 20th century, but not all the
secrets hidden here have yet been uncovered. In
recent years, an Albanian-Polish archaeological
team has carried out investigations.
In the urban area, which lies above the Roman
city, nothing of that past can be seen, because
the river landscape superimposes these layers
by metre-high sediments and on the other hand
the groundwater level massively complicates
the research. But a stroll through the city is also
worthwhile.

But the historical bazaar is also impressive.
Even today, numerous traders try to sell the
tourists the most different souvenirs – from
handicrafts to strong alcohol.

Shkodra. Rozafa Fortress, view of the Stephanus
Church, which was later transformed into a
mosque.

Kruja. The fortress

On our way to Shkodra we visit ancient
Albanopolis, which is situated on a narrow
mountain saddle. It is an important place in the
history of Albania. The visitor experiences an
archaeological site that is likely to offer generations of archaeologists a wide range of activities.
The city of Shkodra is the northernmost point
reached on the journey. Just visiting the impressive Skutari Lake is worth a trip. In addition, the
history of the town can be traced back to the
Illyrian period as the seat of the ruler. The historical continuity becomes particularly clear in
the fortress Rozafa. The traces of its original

After the visit of Shkodra we return relaxed to
Durres. If the time and interest of the travellers
allow it, there may still be the opportunity to
make a stopover at one or the other place.
There is still so much to visit, where you can
get to know the country and its people better.
The evergreen and varied landscape is an experience in itself. With this trip the participants
should be whet their appetite for more.

